ONBOARD REPAIR AND
RESTORATION SERVICES
magicmanmarine.com
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EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS
Magicman is an onboard repair and
restoration service. Our goal is to provide
the most environmentally friendly option
possible when maintaining and protecting
the interiors of your vessel through our
repair don’t replace ethos.
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Repairing onboard during docking periods or
while in service, means a significant reduction
in the greenhouse gases produced over the By keeping the fixtures, fittings and features of
manufacture and transportation of replacement your fleet in pristine condition you will enhance
the experience of your passengers and reduce
items.
customer complaints. Why risk a poor experience
Our repair techniques produce minimal waste so that can deter rebookings? Magicman’s highly
there is no bulky refuse to be disposed of. Instead skilled and experienced Technicians protect the
of adding to landfill, we add greatly to the cruise reputation of the operator as well as extending
the lifespan of their biggest assets.
or ferry operator’s environmental credentials.
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Ask about our Turnkey Management, Ship
Survey Service & Contract Agreement options.

Tel: +44 1273 417 110
Email: marine@magicman.co.uk
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At Magicman we recognise that employees are
the most important resource a company has
at its disposal. We have invested considerable
time and money in honing our bespoke training
programme and creating our own Training
Academy.
For over 26 years we have produced Technicians
of a consistently high standard who are personable
while demonstrating great discretion, ability and
ingenuity. Our Riding Crews and Docking Teams
are Magicman’s frontline ambassadors, ready
to join vessels in docking periods or in service
anywhere in the world.
We also offer a Ship Survey service where
we identify areas and materials that could be
repaired or restored, the operator then decides
what works they wish to have carried out leading
to even further savings.
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PROTECTING YOUR MOST VALUABLE ASSET
WHILE REDUCING PASSENGER COMPLAINTS
SET TO COMPLETE OVER 70 CRUISE SHIP PROJECTS AROUND THE WORLD IN 2019
Magicman provide teams of Technicians who repair,
restore and rejuvenate doors, floors, furniture, fixtures
and fittings, sanitaryware, baths, basins, showertrays,
whirlpools, ceramic tiles, banisters, hand rails, walls,
panels, artworks, sculptures, bulkheads, deckheads
and much more onboard your vessel in docking
periods or in service.

“Magicman have exceeded our previous expectations of a
surface repair company... achieving unquestionable results
every time they step on board one of our ships.”

Carnival UK

Fully accredited, certified and able to deliver
anywhere in the world.
ISO 9001:2015
ISO 14001:2015
ISO 45001:2018

Quality Management
Environmental Management
Occupational Health & Safety
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Suppliers of Specialist Repairs to
Wood

Chips

Laminates

Cracks

Veneer

Dents

Ceramics

Scratches

Marble

Holes

uPVC

Burns

Glass

Stains

.

...and much more, just ask!

marine@magicman.co.uk
tel +44 (0) 1273 417 110
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